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AGENDA FOR THE ECONOMY 
The Pakistan Business Council 

 

 

 

The Pakistan Business Council (PBC) is a business policy advocacy platform, composed of Pakistan’s leading 

private‐sector businesses. Its objectives are to facilitate and foster economic, social and human resource 

development. PBC members are engaged in thirteen important sectors of manufacturing and services and 

include 25 MNCs from 12 countries. Together, PBC members account of 11% of Pakistan’s GDP and nearly 

every fifth Rupee of annual tax and export revenues. They directly employ 400,000 with millions more in 

the extended value chain. More information is available on www.pbc.org.pk 
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THE PAKISTAN BUSINESS COUNCIL’S AGENDA FOR THETHE PAKISTAN BUSINESS COUNCIL’S AGENDA FOR THETHE PAKISTAN BUSINESS COUNCIL’S AGENDA FOR THETHE PAKISTAN BUSINESS COUNCIL’S AGENDA FOR THE    ECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMY    

The principal objectives of the Pakistan Business Council (PBC) are to foster growth and promote:  

• JobsJobsJobsJobs;  • valuevaluevaluevalue----added exportsadded exportsadded exportsadded exports;  

• import substitution;import substitution;import substitution;import substitution;   • equitable broadening of the tax base;equitable broadening of the tax base;equitable broadening of the tax base;equitable broadening of the tax base; 

• sustainable development.sustainable development.sustainable development.sustainable development.  

 

The central premise of PBC’s advocacy is that industry in a country with a consumer base of over 200 million 

can with the right policies, gain the critical mass to offer goods and services on competitive terms in both, the 

domestic and the global markets. Thus a strong domestic industry can deliver all the aforementioned 

objectives.  PBC’s stance on “Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan” is all the more relevant today as many developed countries 

move to protect their domestic markets. The term “Make in Pakistan” encompasses the maximization of local 

manufacturing and all services within the extended value-chains. Regretfully, lack of political will, unaligned 

and unpredictable policies, weak and fragmented bureaucracy, vested and short-term interests have together 

worked to convert Pakistan into a nation of import-reliant traders, costing jobs, creating repeated cycles of 

pressure on the external account and resulting in the loss of tax revenue necessary to fund social 

development. 

• Pakistan is deindustrializing prematurely – manufacturing as % of GDP in Pakistan is declining; 

• private consumption at ~ 80% remains the dominant part of GDP, in excess of peer Asian countries;  

• import reliance has grown and exports and remittances are stagnating, creating recurring pressure on the 

external account; 

• investment lags peer countries. Policies discourages corporatization, capital formation and investment; 

• the narrow formal sector is increasingly burdened with higher taxes and at the same time forced to work 

as unpaid tax collector of 75 different types of with-holding taxes. This engine of jobs, exports and tax 

revenue has lost faith in the fiscal policy which does not promote capital accumulation, consolidation or 

investment;  

• manufacturing, which represents 13.5% of GDP carries 58% of the tax burden. Agriculture and 

retail/wholesale, which together represent 40% of the economy contribute less than 2%; 

• reliance on presumptive taxes encourages trading rather than manufacturing, impacting jobs; 

• productivity in agriculture, which represents 20% of GDP, is well below global best, crop support price 

results in unsustainable surpluses, whilst cotton shortage impacts the textiles industry which is the 

backbone of exports. Pakistan, an agrarian economy is now a net importer of food with a $2 Bn deficit; 

• private sector credit as % of GDP is down from 28% in 2007 to 16% in 2016 vs. Bangladesh’s 44%. Banks 

prefer risk-averse lending to the government. The SME sector suffers the most; 

• share of world exports has declined, whilst Bangladesh and Vietnam’s grew two and seven-fold 

respectively in the last two decades. Pakistan’s exports are narrow in range (65% textiles), low in value-

addition, sophistication and import incorporation and are targeted mainly at the EU and USA (50% of 

total); 

• in Ease of Doing Business, as well as in most other global rankings, Pakistan fares badly even against its 

South Asian peers. More alarmingly, the same is the case in most Social Development Indicators; 

• The Information, Communications and Technology sector is under-supported and over-taxed; The formal 

retail sector faces an uneven playing field vs informal trade; 

• Pakistan ranks lowest in credit ratings in South Asia. 

Whilst short term measures are necessary to manage the immediate challenges to the economy, the only way 

to sustain macro-economic stability is through fundamental reforms which require political will and a national 
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consensus. It is PBC’s intention to develop the latter. The country will also require substantial financial space 

to implement these. With the election cycle precluding an IMF programme and the low likelihood of donor 

funding, Pakistan needs out-of-the-box solutions to create this space. A model to consider is Indonesia which 

in 2017 was able to unlock $330 Bn of undeclared wealth, representing 40% of its GDP. This included $77 Bn 

of assets abroad of which more than half have returned to the country. 

To enable domestic industry to thrive, fiscal and other policies should facilitate rather than encumber the 

formal sector. Equally, if long-term, investment-friendly policies are forthcoming, private sector should invest 

in skills, capacity and capability to be globally competitive in cost and quality. It needs to add sophistication 

and adapt to changing demand. State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) should be restructured under the ownership 

of a government holding company along the lines of Temasek of Singapore and Khazanah of Malaysia. 

Subsequent privatization of SOEs would be dependent on private sector’s capital and risk appetite and the 

country’s strategic interest. Competition laws should be strengthened to protect consumer interest. Levelling 

the playing field with the informal sector and encouraging domestic business will increase the tax revenue 

necessary to fund social development. Pakistan lags in nutrition, education and health. Consequently, its 

human capital is weak, productivity is low and talent for the knowledge economy is short. Government and 

business need to work together to address these deficiencies and help Pakistan meet the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals. 

As the voice of industry, PBC advocates a national consensus around a “Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan”Make in Pakistan” thrust to deliver 

jobs, value added exports and import substitution of goods and services and the equitable broadening of the 

tax base. PBC’s advocacy also addresses greater inclusiveness and sustainable development. The headline 

recommendations are listed below and further details appear in the Annexure attached: 

1. Stop undermining domestic industry through ill-negotiated trade agreements. Renegotiate with China, be 

smart with Turkey and Thailand. Start factoring impact on jobs and tax revenue into future agreements. 

2. Create a more level playing field for the formal sector. Arrest under-invoicing, smuggling etc. 

3. Craft a “Make in Pakistan” policy through full alignment of all stakeholders. The PM should visibly lead 

this. 

4. Open more sectors to competition to improve productivity to world class. Business will invest if policies 

are conducive, long term and consistent. 

5. Make net job creation and correcting the trade imbalance with China a cornerstone of CPEC. Ensure 

existing industry is not undermined by SEZs. 

6. Provide energy at competitive cost to fuel industrial revival, pending which, factor this disparity in the 

export rebate. 

7. Reverse the trend towards trading and restore faith in the taxation system. Separate policy making from 

tax collection to avoid short-term, knee-jerk measures.  Policies must be for the long-term and promote 

capital accumulation, consolidation and investment. Multiple taxation, for example of dividends must 

stop. 

8. Simplify and reduce business interfaces with authorities to ease and bring down the cost of doing 

business. 

9. Transform agriculture from low-yield subsistence farming to world class productivity. 

10. Generate jobs by addressing the acute shortage in low and medium cost housing. 

11. Encourage new ventures, especially in the information, communications and technology sector. 

Strengthen public/private partnerships to enable business to promote inclusive and sustainable development. 
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ANNEXUREANNEXUREANNEXUREANNEXURE    

The PBC’s detailed recommendations are as follows: 

MeaMeaMeaMeasuressuressuressures    

1.1.1.1.    Renegotiate the FTA with China and move with caution on proposed agreements with Turkey and Renegotiate the FTA with China and move with caution on proposed agreements with Turkey and Renegotiate the FTA with China and move with caution on proposed agreements with Turkey and Renegotiate the FTA with China and move with caution on proposed agreements with Turkey and 

Thailand. FTAs must deliver:Thailand. FTAs must deliver:Thailand. FTAs must deliver:Thailand. FTAs must deliver:    

a.a.a.a.    More local employment More local employment More local employment More local employment ----    3 million people need to find gainful employment every year; 3 million people need to find gainful employment every year; 3 million people need to find gainful employment every year; 3 million people need to find gainful employment every year;     

b.b.b.b.    Additional tax revenue from improved profiAdditional tax revenue from improved profiAdditional tax revenue from improved profiAdditional tax revenue from improved profitability of domestic industry;tability of domestic industry;tability of domestic industry;tability of domestic industry;    

c.c.c.c.    Higher valueHigher valueHigher valueHigher value----added exports of a broader product range with greater geographical spread.added exports of a broader product range with greater geographical spread.added exports of a broader product range with greater geographical spread.added exports of a broader product range with greater geographical spread.    

i. FTAs to date have not had a significant impact on reducing Pakistan’s trade deficit. 

ii. Under the FTA signed with China, Pakistan’s trade deficit grew 5-fold to over $15 Bn. 

iii. Largest increase in exports from Pakistan to China was of commodities and low 

value-added items, generating very few jobs. Imports were however of value-added 

items, undermining local industry, jobs and tax revenue. 

iv. Negotiators failed to secure access for several items of export potential from Pakistan. 

v. Subsequent to the FTA with Pakistan, China granted more favorable terms to ASEAN, 

Australia and New Zealand. The FTA did not require China to offer similar terms to 

Pakistan. 

vi. Pakistan availed of just 5% of the concessional lines under the FTA. Many Pakistan had no 

capability of availing; others it couldn’t due to energy shortage and cost. China on the 

other hand availed of 57% of the concessional lines, mostly finished goods. 

vii. Whilst renegotiation of the FTA with China has yet to be concluded, Pakistan has opened 

talks with Thailand and Turkey on fresh FTAs. There is significant mismatch between 

Pakistan’s export capability and those of Turkey and Thailand. For every additional $ 

increase in Pakistan’s exports to Turkey, Turkish imports to Pakistan would increase by 

roughly $3. Similarly, for every potential $ increase in Pakistan’s exports to Thailand, 

imports from Thailand would increase by $4. 

viii. Pakistan already enjoys relatively low tariff access to both countries for the items it can export 

ix. Both Thailand and Turkey aspire to get access to Pakistan’s automobile, auto-parts, 

chemicals, plastics and rubber markets, which would undermine existing industry 

x. Turkey is one of the highest users of trade defences, even against its FTA partners.  

xi. Presently Turkey has anti-dumping, countervailing and safeguard levies on Pakistan’s 

cotton yarn, made-ups, PET. 

2.2.2.2.    Level the playing field with the informal sector by curbing underLevel the playing field with the informal sector by curbing underLevel the playing field with the informal sector by curbing underLevel the playing field with the informal sector by curbing under----invoicing by introducing specific duties invoicing by introducing specific duties invoicing by introducing specific duties invoicing by introducing specific duties 

(by unit/ weight/ pieces/size) on sensitive items. Replace the “full and final” presumptive tax regime for (by unit/ weight/ pieces/size) on sensitive items. Replace the “full and final” presumptive tax regime for (by unit/ weight/ pieces/size) on sensitive items. Replace the “full and final” presumptive tax regime for (by unit/ weight/ pieces/size) on sensitive items. Replace the “full and final” presumptive tax regime for 

commercial importers with a minimum tax ancommercial importers with a minimum tax ancommercial importers with a minimum tax ancommercial importers with a minimum tax and seek full tax accountability from all. Ensure that finished d seek full tax accountability from all. Ensure that finished d seek full tax accountability from all. Ensure that finished d seek full tax accountability from all. Ensure that finished 

goods attract higher duty than RM/intermediates. Limit the misuse of Afghan Transit Trade and stop the goods attract higher duty than RM/intermediates. Limit the misuse of Afghan Transit Trade and stop the goods attract higher duty than RM/intermediates. Limit the misuse of Afghan Transit Trade and stop the goods attract higher duty than RM/intermediates. Limit the misuse of Afghan Transit Trade and stop the 

brazen sale of smuggled products. Empower the National Tariff Commission to give benefit ofbrazen sale of smuggled products. Empower the National Tariff Commission to give benefit ofbrazen sale of smuggled products. Empower the National Tariff Commission to give benefit ofbrazen sale of smuggled products. Empower the National Tariff Commission to give benefit of    the doubt the doubt the doubt the doubt 

to local manufacturing. to local manufacturing. to local manufacturing. to local manufacturing.     

i. Under the presumptive tax regime, commercial importers pay a ‘full and final” tax on the value 

declared/assessed, after which they are liberated from further tax accountability of profit. As 

the declared value is often under-invoiced, not only does it deny the government revenue, it 

severely undermines local manufacturing. Presumptive or “full and final” tax regime for 

commercial importers should be replaced by a minimum tax on import value to ensure that the 

government does not suffer from revenue shortfall.  Commercial importers should thereafter be 

obliged to file tax returns like others and pay tax, including GST. An unholy alliance of vested 
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interests argues against this change. 

ii. Import duty in general is charged ad-valorem. To curb under-declaration of imports on items 

that are prone to this practice, duty should be levied on the higher of ad-valorem and specific 

duty based on pieces, volume, weight, etc.  

iii. There are anomalies of import duty being levied purely on weight, for example on spare parts. 

This should be corrected to bring duty to the proper value. 

iv. In some cases, import duty on finished goods is being levied at the same or lower rate than on 

raw and intermediate materials. This needs to be corrected to promote local production. 

However, where some manufacturer’s finished goods are another’s intermediate item, then 

exception should be made through SROs to create a level playing field for local manufacturing. 

v.    The combination of import duties, GST (especially when levied on the final sales price to 

consumer) and advance income tax provide a good incentive to misuse the Afghan transit 

arrangements. Not only must goods imported for transit be charged all government levies (not 

just import duty), physical controls need to be a tightened to prevent evasion. 

vi. In many cases the quantities of goods “transiting” Pakistan are not commensurate with the size 

of Afghanistan’s population; the types “imported” are not in line with consumer 

tastes/preferences; and in some cases Afghanistan lacks industrial capacity to convert raw 

material into finished goods. Such items are either smuggled back to or never leave Pakistan. 

There should be a sharper focus on such items. 

vii. Porous borders facilitate movement from both Afghanistan and Iran into Pakistan. Unless 

physical controls are tightened, goods imported via Chabahar and Bandar Abbas in Iran for 

Afghanistan will continue to find their way into Pakistan. 

viii. Many markets in Pakistan brazenly deal in smuggled goods. Local authorities must cooperate with 

Customs to stop this. 

ix. The National Tariff Commission must give benefit of the doubt to local manufacturing. Presently 

the law works to delay effective protection of domestic industry against dumping. 

3.3.3.3.    Craft a Craft a Craft a Craft a “Make in Pakis“Make in Pakis“Make in Pakis“Make in Pakistan”tan”tan”tan”    policy that addresses the fragmented and often conflicting policies of federal policy that addresses the fragmented and often conflicting policies of federal policy that addresses the fragmented and often conflicting policies of federal policy that addresses the fragmented and often conflicting policies of federal 

ministries and provinces in respect of industry and exports. The long term ministries and provinces in respect of industry and exports. The long term ministries and provinces in respect of industry and exports. The long term ministries and provinces in respect of industry and exports. The long term “Make in Pakistan”“Make in Pakistan”“Make in Pakistan”“Make in Pakistan”    strategy strategy strategy strategy 

should align manufacturing with trade and must be overseen by the PM should align manufacturing with trade and must be overseen by the PM should align manufacturing with trade and must be overseen by the PM should align manufacturing with trade and must be overseen by the PM to put Pakistan on par with to put Pakistan on par with to put Pakistan on par with to put Pakistan on par with 

valuevaluevaluevalue----addition and export powerhouses like Vietnam. addition and export powerhouses like Vietnam. addition and export powerhouses like Vietnam. addition and export powerhouses like Vietnam.     

Pakistan needs one holistic and aligned policy to promote Make in Pakistan. This needs to 

address the growing fragmentation of authority between federal ministries and the 

federation and provinces. Examples are: 

 

- FBR is driven by the immediate need of tax revenue to meet immediate deficit targets rather than 

the long term impact of these on the economy or business. In the context of trade, import 

incorporation, excluding energy, into exports in Pakistan is less than 10% vs. 40% in Vietnam and 

Thailand and over 60% in Bangladesh. The latter produces no cotton, yet leads Pakistan 2:1 in 

textile exports by deploying its labour to convert cloth to apparel. 

- Ministry of Finance is occupied in juggling the fiscal deficit by delaying tax refunds, 

impacting exporters’ ability to fund business  

- Ministry of Commerce is motivated by exports through Free Trade Agreements, oblivious to 

the impact on imports, trade deficit, local industry, jobs or tax revenue. 

- The provinces do not take account of global competiveness in setting minimum wage rates or 

providing world class infrastructure to promote domestic industry or exports. 

-       Post devolution, the provinces are responsible for agriculture. However, they do not spend 

enough on research, with the result, for example that cotton seed in Pakistan is outdated, yield 

is low, crops are vulnerable to pest attacks and the supply is denied to the Textiles industry which 
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represents 60% of Pakistan’s exports. Exports is not seen as a KPI of provincial governments. 

-       Some provinces are pushing for food and environment standards at variance from others. There is 

an acute need for a harmonized national standard to allow companies to gain scale and be globally 

competitive. 

-       Trade with China, Afghanistan and Iran should be a priority of the Make in Pakistan strategy. It 

should also be the basis of preparing for trade with India when relations allow. 

-       The government crowds out the private sector in bank lending, which as % of GDP has fallen to 16% 

vs. 44% in Bangladesh. SMEs fare even worse with just 3.4% of small and 6.7% of medium sized 

businesses availing bank credit. The corresponding figures for Bangladesh for small and medium 

sized businesses availing bank credit are 27.5% and 33.6% respectively. SBP refinancing; credit 

guarantees; lending on cash flow rather than physical collateral; special bank branches to evaluate 

risk; Prudential Regulations that dynamically adjust to changes in the marketplace; minimum 

lending targets; etc., are some solutions to boost credit to SMEs. 

4.4.4.4.    Open up more sectors to fresh competition from new investors to encourage greater productivity. Open up more sectors to fresh competition from new investors to encourage greater productivity. Open up more sectors to fresh competition from new investors to encourage greater productivity. Open up more sectors to fresh competition from new investors to encourage greater productivity. 

Sharpen the focus of FDI to technology, valueSharpen the focus of FDI to technology, valueSharpen the focus of FDI to technology, valueSharpen the focus of FDI to technology, value----added exports, import substitution and job creation.added exports, import substitution and job creation.added exports, import substitution and job creation.added exports, import substitution and job creation.    

Businesses will benefit from healthy competition from new entrants. It will not only stir improvements 

in productivity, value-addition, sophistication and quality, but also ensure competitive pricing. With 

conducive and consistent, long-term policies, more players will add scale, bring down cost and improve 

quality. In time, Pakistan would become competitive in exports as it starts meeting global standards. 

The Auto sector, hitherto protected and now opening up is a case in point. Introduction of private 

airlines has benefited travelers. Opening life insurance to the private sector has accelerated its 

penetration. E-banking and E-commerce, benefiting from affordable and more widely available 

broadband, will promote greater financial inclusiveness as well as productivity and efficiency. There is 

substantial room to improve in Logistics. Port, transportation and warehousing need to be world class 

in quality and cost. Pakistan can leverage its location as storage and transit hub. 

 

Within Textiles, Pakistan’s mainstay is cotton whereas industry is evolving to man-made fabrics and 

technical textiles. Pakistan needs to build capability and capacity to adapt. This will require a 

comprehensive value-chain change.   

 

State Owned Enterprises (SOEs), presently a drain on the economy should be restructured under the 

ownership and guidance of a government-owned but private sector resourced holding company along 

the lines of Temasek and Khazanah of Singapore and Malaysia respectively. Subsequent privatization 

should be determined by the private sector’s capital and risk appetite, balanced with the nation’s 

strategic priorities. An example of the latter could be risk-intensive oil exploration for which the private 

sector may have limited appetite. 

 

Policies should differentiate in favour of FDI, which brings technology, adds jobs, generates either 

value-added exports or promotes import substitution.  Presently much of FDI is premised on short 

payback leveraging on Pakistan’s large and growing middle class consumption rather than the impact 

on the external account. The Board of Investment should focus on both local as well as foreign 

investment, rather than just the latter.  JVs and technical agreements with foreign investors may be 

preferable to the current 100% FDI regime.  
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5.5.5.5.    Make correcting the trade imbalance with China and the creation of jobs integral parts of CPEC. Make correcting the trade imbalance with China and the creation of jobs integral parts of CPEC. Make correcting the trade imbalance with China and the creation of jobs integral parts of CPEC. Make correcting the trade imbalance with China and the creation of jobs integral parts of CPEC. 

Concessions to SEZ’s must be conditional on jobs and exports which are incremental to and not at the Concessions to SEZ’s must be conditional on jobs and exports which are incremental to and not at the Concessions to SEZ’s must be conditional on jobs and exports which are incremental to and not at the Concessions to SEZ’s must be conditional on jobs and exports which are incremental to and not at the 

cost cost cost cost of existing industry.of existing industry.of existing industry.of existing industry.    

    CPEC will no doubt be a game changer for Pakistan and there is hardly a facet of the economy that 

will not be touched by it. However, there needs to be greater transparency on how CPEC will 

impact the competitiveness of existing domestic industries and the safeguards that will be 

deployed to prevent it becoming a channel for cheap imports. This is a concern as reportedly 

industries established in Special Economic Zones under CPEC will enjoy extensive concessions. It 

is important to ensure that such ventures add incrementally to jobs and exports and don’t 

displace existing sources in the country. Pakistan should leverage CPEC to attract a meaningful 

percentage of the millions of jobs that are likely to move out of China given the rising labour and 

conversion cost there. Indeed, that and getting Chinese industries to add value in Pakistan to 

redress the trade deficit should be integral parts of CPEC. Pakistan has a poor record of 

managing leakages from transit trade. A repeat of the experience with the Afghan 

Transit Treaty on transit of Chinese goods could wipe off many industries. 

6.6.6.6.    Provide Industry access to energy at regionally competitive cost. Pending this an export package should Provide Industry access to energy at regionally competitive cost. Pending this an export package should Provide Industry access to energy at regionally competitive cost. Pending this an export package should Provide Industry access to energy at regionally competitive cost. Pending this an export package should 

dynamically offset the cost disparities. A 5dynamically offset the cost disparities. A 5dynamically offset the cost disparities. A 5dynamically offset the cost disparities. A 5----10 10 10 10 year package (rather than a 12year package (rather than a 12year package (rather than a 12year package (rather than a 12----18 month programme) will 18 month programme) will 18 month programme) will 18 month programme) will 

promote investment into valuepromote investment into valuepromote investment into valuepromote investment into value----addition. Additionally, exporter’s cash flow must be liberated from delays addition. Additionally, exporter’s cash flow must be liberated from delays addition. Additionally, exporter’s cash flow must be liberated from delays addition. Additionally, exporter’s cash flow must be liberated from delays 

in settling rebates and refunds. in settling rebates and refunds. in settling rebates and refunds. in settling rebates and refunds.     

Provision of electricity and gas at regionally competitive cost is an issue broader than just to sustain 

exports. Supply of energy to domestic industry at competitive cost helps in withstanding the 

onslaught of imports. Pakistan’s value-added export sector is encumbered by energy and labour 

costs that are twice those of Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka. The narrative on energy should now 

move from availability to affordability. As production ramps up, industry must not continue to be 

used to subsidize private consumers. Instead, industry should be allowed to create livelihoods. 

 

The government’s package to support value-added exports should be for a 5-year term to 

encourage investment into value-addition, capacity expansion and productivity. Until 

energy costs are brought down, it should also compensate for energy cost disparity 

against the main sourcing competitors. Whilst a sharp correction in the value of the Rupee 

which has lost competitiveness in the destination markets and against competing sourcing 

countries is not recommended, due reflection of this in the export rebate is necessary. 

Further, banks should be allowed to credit the export rebates immediately upon 

realization of export proceeds instead of having to wait. The export package should be 

broadened to encompass all exports instead of just the main sectors. It should continue to 

be skewed to value addition with rebates gradually being withdrawn from commodities. 

The conditionality of linking rebates to growth in exports should take account of the 

prevailing global trade trends. Where rebates need to be linked to growth, then the 

period for determining growth should not be an entire year. Finally, holding on to 

exporters’ tax refunds puts unnecessary cash flow burden. 
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7.7.7.7.    Separate tax policy making from tax collection to reduce uncertainty of ad hoc and kneeSeparate tax policy making from tax collection to reduce uncertainty of ad hoc and kneeSeparate tax policy making from tax collection to reduce uncertainty of ad hoc and kneeSeparate tax policy making from tax collection to reduce uncertainty of ad hoc and knee----jerk changes. jerk changes. jerk changes. jerk changes. 

Address FBR’s talent and technology gaps and curb its discretAddress FBR’s talent and technology gaps and curb its discretAddress FBR’s talent and technology gaps and curb its discretAddress FBR’s talent and technology gaps and curb its discretionary powers, misuse of which thwarts the ionary powers, misuse of which thwarts the ionary powers, misuse of which thwarts the ionary powers, misuse of which thwarts the 

growth of the tax base. Make taxes collected from new taxpayers a main KPI for FBR. Taxes need to be growth of the tax base. Make taxes collected from new taxpayers a main KPI for FBR. Taxes need to be growth of the tax base. Make taxes collected from new taxpayers a main KPI for FBR. Taxes need to be growth of the tax base. Make taxes collected from new taxpayers a main KPI for FBR. Taxes need to be 

equitable, regionally competitive, promote investment and consolidation. Higher tax rate than regional equitable, regionally competitive, promote investment and consolidation. Higher tax rate than regional equitable, regionally competitive, promote investment and consolidation. Higher tax rate than regional equitable, regionally competitive, promote investment and consolidation. Higher tax rate than regional 

peers, supeers, supeers, supeers, super tax, tax on retained earnings, tax on bonus shares, tax on dividends from already taxed per tax, tax on retained earnings, tax on bonus shares, tax on dividends from already taxed per tax, tax on retained earnings, tax on bonus shares, tax on dividends from already taxed per tax, tax on retained earnings, tax on bonus shares, tax on dividends from already taxed 

profits, especially interprofits, especially interprofits, especially interprofits, especially inter----corporate dividends, restrictions on surrender of losses within a group are all corporate dividends, restrictions on surrender of losses within a group are all corporate dividends, restrictions on surrender of losses within a group are all corporate dividends, restrictions on surrender of losses within a group are all 

retrogressive. Minimum tax on turnover, rather than profitretrogressive. Minimum tax on turnover, rather than profitretrogressive. Minimum tax on turnover, rather than profitretrogressive. Minimum tax on turnover, rather than profit    discourages investment.  Making the formal discourages investment.  Making the formal discourages investment.  Making the formal discourages investment.  Making the formal 

sector an unpaid tax collector adds to the cost of doing business.sector an unpaid tax collector adds to the cost of doing business.sector an unpaid tax collector adds to the cost of doing business.sector an unpaid tax collector adds to the cost of doing business.    

Unless the tax policy role is removed from the Ministry of Finance/FBR, the tax regime will remain 

knee-jerk, ad-hoc and revenue, rather than reform oriented. Government’s target for tax 

collections does not differentiate between taxes raised from existing and new tax payers. This 

drives the FBR to extract more from the already taxed, sometimes through actions bordering 

on harassment, risking the long term health of business. Indeed, harassment is the biggest turn-off 

for those not in the tax base to join. FBR is not currently structured with talent and capacity to 

deploy technology to broaden the tax base. Here are some facts: 

-      Total taxes grew by 60% in the last 3 years but most of this came from existing tax payers 

- Manufacturing which represents 13.5% of GDP carries 58% of the tax burden 

- Withholding taxes accounted for 70% of total tax revenue. These are collected by the formal 

sector as unpaid tax collectors. 

Tax rates in Pakistan are not regionally or globally competitive: 

 

 Corporate Tax % VAT%
Pakistan 38* 17 
Singapore 17 7 
Sri Lanka 15 12 
Bangladesh 25 15 
Vietnam 22 10 

*Incl. WPPF&WWF and Super Tax. 

Not only is the corporate tax rate higher than the global average of 22%, shareholders in 

companies suffer taxes on dividends from already taxed profits. The effective tax rate of 

shareholders thus is 47% whilst that of holding company shareholders is 55%.  High VAT rate 

provides incentive to evade and makes it difficult for tax compliant businesses to compete. The 

formal retail sector is particularly impacted. The tax regime also does not encourage capital 

accumulation, formation and consolidation. Examples are: tax on undistributed reserves, 

tax on bonus shares, super tax, tax on inter-corporate dividends and the curtailment of group loss 

relief. These are retrogressive measures as is the imposition of a minimum tax on turnover 

irrespective of whether a company makes a profit or not. This in particular discourages investment 

as it negatively impacts a new entity’s cash flow in the early years when it is trying to survive. Fiscal 

incentives to deal with the formal sector were also recently withdrawn, sending a wrong signal. 

 

Efforts to formalize the real estate sector and to bring those not filing tax returns into the tax base 

are to be applauded. However, the withholding taxes placed on non-filers are not high 

enough to encourage them to join the tax base. They have become a source of revenue 

for the government. Unless FBR is able to locate potential tax payers and enforce the writ of law, 

there will be no significant expansion of the tax base. It is recognized that without sufficiently 

strong political will, none of the reforms suggested would work.  
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8.8.8.8.    Simplify laws, reduce interfaces with authority and address silo management and conflicts between Simplify laws, reduce interfaces with authority and address silo management and conflicts between Simplify laws, reduce interfaces with authority and address silo management and conflicts between Simplify laws, reduce interfaces with authority and address silo management and conflicts between 

ministries, federation & provinces to reduce cost and enhance ease of doing business. Replace multiple ministries, federation & provinces to reduce cost and enhance ease of doing business. Replace multiple ministries, federation & provinces to reduce cost and enhance ease of doing business. Replace multiple ministries, federation & provinces to reduce cost and enhance ease of doing business. Replace multiple 

taxes/agencies with a unitary system. Amend Companies Act 2017 to remove powers that duplicate or taxes/agencies with a unitary system. Amend Companies Act 2017 to remove powers that duplicate or taxes/agencies with a unitary system. Amend Companies Act 2017 to remove powers that duplicate or taxes/agencies with a unitary system. Amend Companies Act 2017 to remove powers that duplicate or 

overlap with other laws/authorities, create difficultieoverlap with other laws/authorities, create difficultieoverlap with other laws/authorities, create difficultieoverlap with other laws/authorities, create difficulties for and discriminate against the corporate sector.s for and discriminate against the corporate sector.s for and discriminate against the corporate sector.s for and discriminate against the corporate sector.    

Pakistan ranks poorly in virtually every global ranking, in many cases well below its immediate 

neighbors, who also don’t fare all that well against best in class globally: 

 

 
TOTTOTTOTTOTAAAALLLL    

COUNTRIESCOUNTRIESCOUNTRIESCOUNTRIES 
BANGLADESH BHUTAN INDIA NEPAL PAKISTAN 

SRI 

LANKA 

INDICESINDICESINDICESINDICES    RANKINGRANKINGRANKINGRANKING  

EASEOF DOING BUSINESS 

INDEX 
190 177 75 100 105 147 111 

HUMAN CAPITAL INDEX 130 104 91 105 108 118 50 

GLOBAL 

COMPETITIVENESS INDEX 
138 106 97 39 80 122 71 

GLOBAL INNOVATION 

INDEX 
128 117 96 66 115 119 91 

ECONOM IC FREEDOM 

INDEX 
166 137 97 123 151 126 93 

GLOBAL YOUTH 

DEVELOPM ENT INDEX 
183 146 69 133 77 154 31 

 

Fragmentation of authority creates complexity for business. A simpler, technology-driven, 

one-window operation would considerably ease doing business and bring down the cost. A unified 

tax return and collection system would save time, effort and money. Multiple agencies and 

authorities of the federal and provincial governments are responsible for tax collection in Pakistan. 

In the city of Karachi, a medium-sized enterprise needs to pay 47 different federal, provincial and 

local taxes (vs. 25 in India and 5 in Singapore). The formal sector is also burdened by 

responsibility to collect 75 different types of with-holding taxes. Due to complexity and 

multiple taxes and agencies, Pakistan stands at 172 of 190 countries in the World Bank/PwC Paying 

Taxes Ranking, down from 155th. 

 

The Companies Act 2017 duplicates power and authority of other bodies, placing further burden 

on the corporate, tax-compliant sector instead of making it easier to do business. For example, 

the Section 452 requirement for directors and major shareholders to disclose foreign shareholdings 

duplicates existing powers of the State Bank of Pakistan and the Federal Board of Revenue. The 

SECP will under this Section act merely as a post box. There is no global precedent of a similar 

registry of assets. As those outside the corporate sector will not be required to report, this is 

discriminatory against the corporate sector. Section 456 (2) (a) requires real estate developers 

to seek SECP’s permission prior to announcement of projects when they are already required to 

obtain requisite sanctions, NOCs, etc., from authorities that regulate the real estate sector. Section 

208 defines related parties so widely that it is difficult to implement. With these and other 

anomalies, there is a strong case to revise some sections of the Companies Act 2017. 
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9.9.9.9.    Transform agriculture, livestock and dairy from subsistence farming to world class standards so that it caTransform agriculture, livestock and dairy from subsistence farming to world class standards so that it caTransform agriculture, livestock and dairy from subsistence farming to world class standards so that it caTransform agriculture, livestock and dairy from subsistence farming to world class standards so that it can n n n 

fuel industrial growth , jobs and exportsfuel industrial growth , jobs and exportsfuel industrial growth , jobs and exportsfuel industrial growth , jobs and exports    

Most of Pakistan’s agriculture, dairy and livestock operates on a subsistence basis. Land fragmentation 

has eroded productivity with the result that per hectare output of most crops is well below global best: 

 

CropCropCropCrop    Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan     

Tons/hectareTons/hectareTons/hectareTons/hectare    

Best in world Best in world Best in world Best in world 

Tons/hectareTons/hectareTons/hectareTons/hectare    

Pakistan as % of bestPakistan as % of bestPakistan as % of bestPakistan as % of best    

Wheat 3.1 8.1 (France) 38% 

Cotton 2.5 4.8 (China) 52% 

Sugar Cane 63.4 125.1 (Egypt) 51% 

Maize 4.6 11.1 (France) 41% 

Rice 2.7 9.2 (USA) 29% 

 

Less than 40% of seeds used are certified. Cotton output is now a third of India’s – India benefited from 

GM seeds, whilst crops in Pakistan continue to suffer from pest attacks. Absence of land levelling, 

salinity, poor water management, indiscriminate application of fertilizers and pesticides are other 

factors impacting output and economics of farming. Supply chain, especially the cold chain for fruits 

and vegetables is poor. Dairy and livestock is mostly an addendum rather than a mainstream activity. 

Government guaranteed purchase price for wheat and sugar has led to unmanageable surpluses and it 

discourages diversification of crops. Comprehensive value chain analysis should redirect incentives to 

optimize output. Growing imports of edible oils and lentils is a concern. Until FY2014 Pakistan had a 

trade surplus in food. By FY2017 it had slipped to a deficit of $2 Bn.  

 

Informal financing intermediaries erode farmer yields. Poor information flow is partly due to low 

illiteracy but is not helped by poor reach and high cost of broadband. Cooperative farming and rental 

options would facilitate mechanization. Drip irrigation, utilizing Chinese technology would benefit yield. 

Pakistan is regionally well placed to supply agricultural, horticultural and meat products to China and 

ME. 

The National Water Policy pending with the Council of Common Interests seeks to address the 

potential: 

- Agriculture uses 95% of the nation’s water and represents 20% of the economy 

- A $1 Bn potential addition to the economy is estimated per million acre-feet 

- 22 mn more acres could be irrigated in Southern Punjab, Sindh, Southern KP and Eastern Baluchistan 

- Our canal efficiency is just 33% vs. global average of 90% 

- Pakistan’s reservoirs can store only 10% vs. 40% global norm. Some $23 Bn of economic potential is lost 

as water flows to the sea. The frequency of floods is rising. 

Additionally, securing supply under the Indus Water Treaty and from the Kabul River are also 

important. 

10.10.10.10.    Generate jobsGenerate jobsGenerate jobsGenerate jobs    by addressing the acute shortage in low and medium cost housing by incentivizing by addressing the acute shortage in low and medium cost housing by incentivizing by addressing the acute shortage in low and medium cost housing by incentivizing by addressing the acute shortage in low and medium cost housing by incentivizing 

developers, lenders and owners through supportive tax, longdevelopers, lenders and owners through supportive tax, longdevelopers, lenders and owners through supportive tax, longdevelopers, lenders and owners through supportive tax, long----term financing and other policies.term financing and other policies.term financing and other policies.term financing and other policies.    

Pakistan suffers from a housing backlog of 10 million units which is growing at the rate of approx. 

500,000 units per annum. Meeting just the annual shortfall could create 10 million direct jobs with a 

significant multiplier impact on cement, steel and other parts of the construction industry. Steps to 

address this would include: 

i. A government mortgage refinance bank to provide revolving tranches of long-term funding. The 

deposit tenors of commercial banks do not match the long term lending horizons of housing. As a 

result, currently commercial lending to housing is well below global norms. 

ii. Title visibility through automation of registration records 
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iii. Laws that strengthen title security and repossession and resale in the event of default 

iv. Valuation transparency 

v. Incentives for developers and fiscal relief on mortgage loan cost for borrowers 

vi. Allow collateralization of up to Rs. 5 m of property without wealth accountability for tax 

vii. Fiscal regime for development REITS should be reviewed. 

11.11.11.11.    Encourage new ventures, especially in the Information, Communications and Technology sector to creEncourage new ventures, especially in the Information, Communications and Technology sector to creEncourage new ventures, especially in the Information, Communications and Technology sector to creEncourage new ventures, especially in the Information, Communications and Technology sector to create ate ate ate 

jobs, promote greater inclusion and encourage selfjobs, promote greater inclusion and encourage selfjobs, promote greater inclusion and encourage selfjobs, promote greater inclusion and encourage self----sufficiency/export of services.sufficiency/export of services.sufficiency/export of services.sufficiency/export of services.    

Internet connectivity is key for developing the ICT sector. 80% of Pakistanis do not have access to 
broadband. The main reason is incidence of high taxes on cellular equipment and services. 90% of 
cellular users are levied advance income tax when the highest estimate of potential tax payers is 10 
million. E-commerce is being thwarted due to poor connectivity. 
 

Reduction in tax rates on cellular/internet services in other countries has proven to lead to more 

use, greater productivity and efficiency, higher GDP growth and improvement in social welfare. 

The net result over time is higher tax revenue. The UN’s International Telecommunications 

Union estimates that a 10% increase in broadband penetration leads to an increase of 1.4% in 

GDP growth and the GSM Association estimates that every 1000 new broadband subscribers 

lead to 33 direct and indirect jobs. 

 

Affordable and reliable fixed line and wireless access to internet is fundamental to people’s 

empowerment and a key enabler of ICT. More inclusive and democratized web access will boost 

education, agriculture, health, mobile payments and e-commerce. Besides, it will boost 

employment, particularly of women, disseminate knowledge across a very wide spectrum of 

socially and economically relevant areas. There is also an acute need for government to deploy 

IT to simplify and make doing business easy. This is an opportunity for local software houses to 

develop or to partner global companies to digitize the government. 

 
Prudential Regulations of the banking sector need to be reviewed to make lending against the 
collateral of software possible. Private Equity investment by banks is currently restricted to 10% of 
investee capital rather than the lending bank’s capital. This also needs to be reviewed. 

12.12.12.12.    Strengthen public/private partnerships to promote inclusive and sustainable development by improving Strengthen public/private partnerships to promote inclusive and sustainable development by improving Strengthen public/private partnerships to promote inclusive and sustainable development by improving Strengthen public/private partnerships to promote inclusive and sustainable development by improving 

quality of life; securing livelihoods; addressing gender balance;quality of life; securing livelihoods; addressing gender balance;quality of life; securing livelihoods; addressing gender balance;quality of life; securing livelihoods; addressing gender balance;    and decoupling growth from impact on and decoupling growth from impact on and decoupling growth from impact on and decoupling growth from impact on 

the environmentthe environmentthe environmentthe environment    

With 43% of children suffering from mental stunting and 40% not attending school on a daily basis, 

nutrition and education rank amongst the highest social priorities for the country. Poor healthcare, 

paucity of safe drinking water, untreated effluent discharge, inefficient garbage handling, inadequate 

recycling, pollution, low inclusion of women in the workforce, weak skill levels for both manufacturing 

and service industries and poor employment opportunities due to high reliance on imports are some 

of the other issues that need to be tackled. Fortunately, there are some successful models of 

public/private partnerships. Businesses can play a more meaningful role in society by promoting 

inclusive and sustainable development to improve quality of life, secure livelihoods, address gender 

balance and decouple growth from impact on the environment. Of the 17 UN Sustainable 

Development Goals that Pakistan is a signatory, there are 6 that fiscal incentives can help businesses 

fast forward.  
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(WWF=Workers Welfare Fund) 

UN SDG GOALUN SDG GOALUN SDG GOALUN SDG GOAL FISCAL INCENTIVEFISCAL INCENTIVEFISCAL INCENTIVEFISCAL INCENTIVE 

Goal 3: Healthy lives; wellbeing for all  

 

• Allow business to use the WWF contribution to 

fund hospitals/clinics and to address malnutrition 

and stunting of children   

Goal 5: Gender equality; women’s 

empowerment 

 

• 25% rebate in the effective tax rate on salary 

income for full time working mothers to enable 

them to secure child care 

Goal 6: Sustainable water; sanitation for all 

 

• WWF offset for investment in purification plants 

for drinking water 

Goal 8: Sustained, inclusive and sustainable 

economic growth; full and productive 

employment; and decent work for all  

 

• WWF offset for the investment in approved 

vocational training institutes. 

• Investment Allowance for investment for the 

specially challenged in the workplace  

• 0.5% lower Tax Rate for jobs to challenged persons 

(min. 5% of work force) 

• 1% lower tax for 50+ new jobs on existing 

company’s own payroll 

Goal 9: Inclusive and sustainable industry • Investment Allowance for investment in 

renewable energy for factories, warehouses and 

offices  

• Investment Allowance for investment in effluent 

treatment plants 

Goal 12: Sustainable production and 

consumption 

• 0.5% lower tax for reduction in waste, 

achieving/maintaining zero landfill 

• 15-year tax holiday for investment in a standalone 

waste management business 

• 0.5 % lower tax for reduction in the material 

footprint of the supply chain 
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